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1 Introduction  

1.1 Scope 
This document is the deliverable 2.1−Framework analysis of the SCREEN project. The 
objectives of the document are to: 
 

• Collect the main conclusions from the projects identified in the technical annex to 
the SCREEN proposal and from others that were identified. 

• Assess the applicability of the outcome of these projects. 
• Define the project technical, legal and market framework, based on those results 

and on other specific input for this project. 
 

1.2 Structure of the document 
Section 2 introduces Cognitive Radio and comments on the applicability to SATCOM. 
Section 3 gives an overview of the results of previous related projects, while section 4 states 
the state-of-the-art of SATCOM in the S-band. Section 5 gives key performance parameters 
of the chosen hardware platform for implementation. Section 6 draws conclusions for the 
definitions of requirements. 
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2 Cognitive Radio techniques 

The term “Cognitive Radio” does not stand for a concrete technology, but rather for a 
collection of approaches that aim to use the available spectrum more efficiently and to 
decrease mutual interference between spectrum users. It is not a new approach, either, but 
part of the technological development in a heterogeneous spectrum environment. In the last 
15 years, especially techniques to allow multiple standards to operate in shared spectrum 
have been summarized under the “Cognitive Radio” umbrella term. 
 
Spectrum regulation considers frequency ranges, time and space. Traditionally, frequency 
ranges are assigned to primary and secondary users. The technical boundaries are set by 
technical regulation measures such as, for example, a mandatory technology to be used in 
certain frequency band for a certain application, frequency masks and duty cycle limitations.  
 
Cognitive Radio approaches now aim at allowing maximum of flexibility within these rules, 
allowing to access spectrum opportunistically on a minimum interference basis. As licensed 
spectrum is an expensive economic good, changing spectrum regulation rules is always also 
an economic-political issue, as all affected stakeholders are unlikely to welcome changes 
that might adversely affect their legacy technology. This is especially true for spectrum uses 
that carry significant fixed costs, as is the case for SATCOM. 
  
Let’s look at three current examples, successful and unsuccessful, of Cognitive Radio 
approaches in the market: 
 

1. Regulation and use of the 5 GHz WiFi spectrum: Harmonized on an almost global 
scale, the 5 GHz band, which is shared with ground radar applications, can be used 
by IEEE 802.11 devices equipped with a “dynamic frequency selection” and power 
control feature. The goal is to sense primary users and to change channel if 
interference is to be expected. This dynamic use of spectrum is a prime example of 
successfully employing spectrum sensing in regulation. 

 
2. TV White Space / IEEE 802.22: In recent years, regulation by the FCC in the US has 

allowed overlay use of TV bands for data transmission. The standard 802.22, which 
provides access to spectrum based on a geographic database and spectrum sensing, 
has, however, not yet found wide range applicability. Google has been mandated to 
build a spectrum database to make this overlay use of frequencies a reality. The 
coming years will show if it is commercially feasible.  
 

3. LTE unlicensed: In a recent move to integrate cellular networks with WiFi features, 
mobile network providers aim to use the 5 GHz WiFi spectrum opportunistically and 
share it with WiFi applications. This will likely reduce the load on the main network 
and increase capacity, while not interfering with the primary network service. Free 
channels will adaptively be chosen in order to avoid interference.  

 
From these examples, one can see that current Cognitive Radio techniques rely on two 
pillars: Gathering information through, possibly collaborative, spectrum sensing and 
databases, to make use of these sensing results and learn from historical sensing results. 
While spectrum sensing is already well established in “listen-before-talk” applications, 
database driven methods and collaborative sensing are only entering the market. 
 
For space applications in the S-band, especially collaborative sensing and database 
approaches are promising due to the large areas potentially affected by satellite – ground 
communication.  
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3 Overview of relevant research and development projects 

The following outline shall introduce several projects that concentrated their research on 
objectives similar to those of SCREEN. Consequently, the results deliver valuable 
contributions which will be extracted and further analyzed. The focus will lie on both, 
technical and scientific aspects. The projects presented below were funded nationally or on 
an EU level and partially belong to the 7th Framework Program, an EU-wide research 
program which includes projects covering several areas such as health, space and energy.  
 
The projects outlined in the following were analyzed based on the project consortium 
experience regarding prior projects, website and project deliverables, as well as direct 
contacts of project participants regarding, e.g., the CORASMA project.  
 

3.1 ACROSS 
Applicability of Cognitive Radio to Satellite Systems [ACROSS] – completed 
 
Analysis As the name suggests, with this project first steps have been 

undertaken towards the introduction of the Cognitive Radio concept into 
space. The objective of the project was to study the applicability of 
cognitive radio (CR) technology to satellite communications networks 
and to provide the technology development roadmaps and usage 
guidelines in the areas. The study investigated three application 
scenarios: (a) secondary use of satellite spectrum by a terrestrial 
system, (b) secondary use of terrestrial spectrum by a satellite system 
and (c) Hybrid scenario where terrestrial network coverage is expanded 
by the use of satellite spots. Technical aspects with sometimes high 
level requirements were provided for the scenarios. Regulatory aspects 
were also addressed. 
 

Conclusion The conclusion of the ACROSS study was that CR techniques should 
be applied with caution in satellite bands but CR has potential to 
improve spectrum efficiency in each scenario analyzed. 
Several cognitive radio techniques such as spectrum sensing, database 
access, transmission power control and directional antenna were 
compared. 
 

Application Two of the scenarios use the S-band and one focuses on higher 
frequency band which is out of the scope for SCREEN.  
SCREEN will use the results from ACROSS including the evaluation of 
the different cognitive radio techniques but adapt them to the current 
market trends and technology development. ACROSS has been 
concluded two years ago, therefore it has to be evaluated whether the 
results are still up-to-date or if other projects like CoRaSat, which is still 
in progress, suffice. 

 

3.2 ARISE 
Advanced Research and Innovation in Space Engineering (ARISE) – completed –  
 
Analysis ARISE was a Portuguese RTD national project, led by TEKEVER, which 

had the main objective of creating the underlying competences and 
infrastructure to create a Space-oriented research group in the company. 
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The project involved the process of spinning terrestrial communication 
technologies into Space, research in small satellite platforms and 
subsystems and fundamental research on inflatable structures for space 
applications. Within the framework of the project, the challenges of bringing 
Software-Defined Radio (SDR) and ad hoc networking into Space have 
been identified and studied, with a clear focus on applying them in a new 
generation of in-space communication subsystems. 
 

Conclusion 
and 
Application 

The results of this project were used in the development of the GAMALINK 
platform, which is the baseline SDR platform used for SCREEN. Results 
are available at TEKEVER. 

 

3.3 CoRaSat 
Cognitive Radio for Satellite Communications (CoRaSat) [CORASAT] – completed –  
 
Analysis By conducting the project CoRaSat, the cornerstone for SCREEN is formed 

because these two projects are quite similar. CoRaSat is also funded by 
the European Commission and runs under the 7th Framework Program. It 
concentrates on the investigation of how to join the concept of CR and 
satellite communication particularities while facing and demonstrating 
technological and regulatory challenges. Overall objectives include the 
optimized exploitation of the bandwidth by using CR techniques, an 
increasing market competitiveness and cost reductions. Additionally, in 
order to support the Digital Agenda, the project is oriented towards 2020 
when high-speed broadband access is expected to be available for 
everyone. 
Several outcomes after the project’s conclusion are expected to contribute 
to the aforementioned goals: The team behind CoRaSat will examine which 
SATCOM specific requirements need to be met when developing adequate 
techniques and what benefits can be expected in the end. This approach 
will be more detailed and systematic than in former projects, as it is 
strengthened through the creation of technological, regulatory and 
standardization roadmaps. 
First of all, a special emphasis lies on the analysis and validation of various 
scenarios regarding the SATCOM environment. Secondly, CR techniques 
and SATCOM systems have to be assessed and adjusted because it has to 
be determined which CR techniques work adequately within SATCOM 
systems. Lastly, there will be a testing and implementation phase. Referring 
to a limited selection of scenarios, a testbed platform will be created under 
laboratory conditions in order to validate these scenarios. 
 

Conclusion CoRaSat’s main conclusion, including the achievement of the outcomes 
mentioned above, will be research on the design and application of CR 
techniques focused on the adaptation to SATCOM systems. Compared to 
ACROSS, the considered project will go a few steps further by not only 
proving whether an application is possible, but also conducting first tests 
and simulations. 
 

Application The SCREEN project and CoRaSat show parallels regarding their 
objectives and approach. It can be expected that, as soon as the latter will 
be concluded, most of its results will serve as a fruitful base for SCREEN. 
As CoRaSat will be finished just by the end of 2015, it depends on the 
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exact date of the deliverables’ publication and the links and agreements 
that can be established between both projects whether they can be useful 
for SCREEN or not. Already available deliverables include: 

1) Service and market requirements 
2) Performance evaluation of existing cognitive techniques in satellite 

context 
3) Scenario definition and selection 
4) Technical requirements for cognitive satellite scenarios 
5) Regulatory, technology and standardization issues  

 

3.4 CORASMA 
Cognitive Radio for dynamic Spectrum Management (CORASMA) - completed - 

Analysis This project funded by the European Defense Agency included research 
about terrestrial Cognitive Radio concepts and developed solutions 
individually adapted to the specific needs of military operations. Members 
of the CORASMA project were concerned with two main objectives: Firstly, 
to develop these Cognitive Radio techniques and thereby to identify which 
specific requirements have to be considered when dealing with tactical 
networks operations. Secondly, they established a simulator which enabled 
the assessment of the output performance (in this case: the formerly 
developed CR solutions). In addition, a third objective - joining the first and 
the latter one - was pursued: The delivered cognitive solutions was directly 
evaluated by the simulator and the technology readiness level 
consequently determined. The goal was to reach TRL 5. 

Conclusion In fact, there is not sufficient publicly available information on the Internet 
which TRL was achieved. According to the publications by the CORASMA 
consortium, theoretical studies and simulations were carried out [ROSE13]. 

Application The members of SCREEN can make use of the Cognitive Radio concepts 
explored within CORASMA. Beyond this there is little to build upon.   

 

3.5 COSSAR 
Cooperative Spectrum Sensing Algorithms for cognitive Radio networks (COSSAR) 
[COSSAR]    – completed –  
 
Analysis As already explained in the SCREEN project proposal, the cognitive cycle 

consists of five steps. COSSAR devoted its efforts to the first one, the 
Spectrum Sensing, which ensures the identification of frequencies unused 
by their primary users. In order to do so, detection algorithms on the one 
hand serve as an essential functionality. On the other hand, after having 
identified temporarily free frequencies, it is important to grant a continuous 
cooperation between secondary users once they are also occupying the 
spectrum for effectiveness reasons.  This feature is called cooperative 
spectrum sensing (CSS). COSSAR addressed the major drawbacks of 
conventional CSS and aimed at antagonizing them by, for example, 
developing improved detection algorithms. 
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Conclusion In order to further describe COSSAR’s results, means to antagonize 
identified drawbacks include are taken into closer consideration: 1) The 
development of distributed spectrum detection algorithms (the main 
outcome of the project), 2) deploying adaptive set-theoretic filters, a 
concept for enhanced signal-estimation and improved detection, 3) 
comprehensive spectrum sensing models and 4) in-networks CSS. 
 

Application SCREEN profits from these outcomes as it can make use of the mentioned 
progresses in spectrum detection and CSS and assess whether and how 
these terrestrial improvements can be transferred to space applications. 

 

3.6 CROWN 
Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks (CROWN) [CROWN] – completed –  

Analysis Before CROWN was initiated, the way for secondary and dynamic usage of 
spectrum had already been paved, but only from a regulatory perspective. 
Consequently, the urge to also enable it technically emerged. A marketable 
CR concept had not been developed for a number of reasons. CROWN 
aimed at reducing this number by developing two solutions: Features that 
enabled interference awareness and reduced mutual interferences 
between coexistent users were added. 
 

Conclusion Therefore, the CROWN team developed technologies like intelligent 
interference detection and smart antenna processing that promise to 
improve the aforementioned situation. In addition, it implemented a 
hardware incorporating these features for testing means.  
 

Application Components which are highly important for the current state of the art of 
CR concepts were added to through the implementation of CROWN. This 
project in particular is very important for SCREEN (and also other projects 
with market focus) as both share the continuous orientation towards the 
market throughout the project’s lifetime. This fact makes the difference 
between CROWN and most of the other FP7 projects which concentrate 
solely on technical aspects. 

 

3.7 CRS-i 
Cognitive Radio Standardization – initiative (CRS-i) [CRS-i] – completed -  
 
Analysis The projects considered above focused on technological and scientific 

aspects as well as the further development of CR. CRS-i in contrast rather 
takes the standardization issues into consideration. Before CRS-i had 
started, every project followed its own objectives and therefore contributed 
its achievements to individual Cognitive Radio standards instead of all 
projects joining their results and having an impact on one single CR 
standard. But individual standards and the fact that a project’s life time is 
always limited hinder successful market launches and exploitation. CRS-i 
aims exactly at changing this: Cognitive Radio Systems standardization is 
its overall objective. This is one of the first projects dedicated to mainly 
standardization tasks. The members concentrate on several on-going and 
completed FP7 projects (also including CoRaSat) that deal with research 
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on CR to guarantee a successful approach. In addition, two more 
subordinated objectives are included by the CRS-i project: 1) Offer a 
consultancy service on standardization to FP7 projects addressing 
Cognitive Radio and 2) Join and coordinate standardization efforts of 
different FP7 projects. By using their results, it is aimed at approaching a 
European CR standardization framework while keeping track of global 
standards. Through standardization, problems described above are 
expected to be solved as it supports projects by making their results’ 
exploitation easier. Furthermore, strengthened collaborations not only 
between the projects, but also with US and Japanese CR stakeholders will 
lead to further steps towards the mass market, commercialization and the 
global communication of CR standards. 
 

Conclusion Until now, the CRS-i web page has already published deliverables which 
outline the project’s progress. These comprise reports on the 
standardization workshops, examine the tasks and benefits of the CRS-i 
consultancy service and provide an overview of the following topics: 

- Examination of the legal basis for communication between CRS-i 
and participating projects 

- Presentation of the most important European standardization 
organizations and analysis of their efforts and programs. 

- Analysis of differences as well as overlapping between the 
fragmented standardization contributions of FP7 projects and 
therefore identification of synergies. 

- Listing of arising problems that can impede the participation in 
global standardization processes. 

 
Application CRS-i mainly aims at a cluster of pre-defined FP7 projects. Consequently, 

SCREEN is not directly targeted. Nevertheless, there are two issues 
concerning the standards on the one hand and the standardization 
processes (committees, problems etc.) on the other hand, of which 
SCREEN can profit from. Firstly, it has to be figured out to what extend the 
CRS-i standards can serve to position SCREEN’s standardization efforts 
within global and European standards. Secondly, as mentioned above, 
CRS-i shows which standard committees are relevant for SCREEN, how to 
deal with them and what regulatory challenges could arise. 
 

3.8 GAMALINK 
Generic SDR-bAsed Multifunctional spAce Link (GAMALINK) [GAMALINK]  
– completed –  
 
Analysis GAMALINK aims at the development of new solutions for communication 

between satellites (Inter-Satellite Links). This includes on the one hand the 
creation of one single hardware platform which integrates four different 
functions: 1) ad-hoc networking 2) antenna design 3) attitude determination 
and 4) ranging (the method used to determine the distance between 
moving objects). On the other hand, each of these functions shall be 
improved and further developed. In addition, some of them will be either 
incorporated into space applications in a new way (for example SDR) or 
even introduced in space for the first time (for example ad hoc networking). 
The underlying technology, Software-Defined Radio, is the same as 
SCREEN is going to avail.  
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Conclusion After GAMALINK’s conclusion, several progresses in space 
communications are expected to be achieved. As it focuses mainly on the 
further improvement of satellites (especially CubeSats) and the links 
between each other, future CubeSats will be able to serve for formation 
flying missions due to the technologies 1) – 4). Furthermore, positive 
outcomes are expected such as the reduction of mass, volume and power 
consumption of the satellites and the validation of terrestrial protocols 
(WiFi, Internet) in space. In addition, GAMALINK will offer tangible results: 
Two hardware prototypes incorporating all the aforementioned features are 
planned.  

Application These outcomes are highly relevant for research in space but not 
necessarily for SCREEN because research on CR is not included. 
Nevertheless, GAMALINK delivers some basic results for the SCREEN 
project. The team around GAMALINK provides the initial point SCREEN 
emanates from because it adapts SDR technologies – the hardware and 
software that enables both, Cognitive Radio and the functions 1)-4) – to 
space-specific requirements. SCREEN can use these outcomes and 
expand them to the incorporation of one more SDR-based concept in 
space, the Cognitive Radio. 

 

3.9 SWIPE 
Space Wireless sensor networks for Planetary Exploration (SWIPE) [SWIPE]  
– completed – 
  
Analysis What does a planet’s surface look like and what are the prevailing 

conditions? As long as these questions remain unanswered, potential 
dangers can only be assessed insufficiently. Therefore, it is hardly possible 
to send manned spacecraft to planets for exploration means. Some 
terrestrial technologies, provided that they can be applied in space, have 
the potential to answer exactly the aforementioned questions. The most 
promising one is called Wireless Sensor Networks. SWIPE’s overall goal is 
to exploit their potential. After having distributed wireless sensors all over a 
certain area on a planet, these sensors connect autonomously with each 
other and thereby create ad-hoc networks. Those can be built up without 
needing a fixed infrastructure (such as routers) which obviously does not 
exist on other planets. In addition, they link to the orbiting satellite. In future, 
this progress could lead to a continuous surveillance of other planets. To 
what extend this system works similarly in space and how the underlying 
technologies have to be adapted are issues being covered during the 
project. SWIPE focuses on software and hardware development tasks, not 
the implementation and testing in space. 
 

Conclusion SWIPE has concluded with outcomes comprising Wireless Sensor 
Networks hardware and software as well as supporting technologies like 
data processing techniques and Software-Defined Radio. 
 

Application The latter makes the SWIPE project relevant for SCREEN. Due to the 
extensive research in SDR within projects such as GAMALINK or SWIPE, 
this technology has already reached the Technology Readiness Level 7 in 
space. It is difficult to say which project contributed to what extend to this 
result especially without having a closer look at the actual software and 
because some of these projects are still running. In addition, the project’s 
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goal is to bring a terrestrial technology to space. Therefore, it can be 
assumed that SCREEN can profit from its experiences concerning space-
specific requirements. 
 

3.10  SANSA 
Shared Access Terrestrial-Satellite Backhaul Network enabled by Smart Antennas 
[SANSA]  
– on-going – 
  
Analysis The aim of SANSA project is to boost the performance of mobile wireless 

backhaul networks in terms of capacity and resilience while assuring an 
efficient use of the spectrum. Recently, a global mobile traffic increase of 
11-fold between 2013 and 2018 was predicted, so novel solutions are 
required to avoid backhaul becoming the bottle neck of future mobile 
networks. The solution envisaged in SANSA is a spectrum efficient self-
reconfigurable hybrid terrestrial-satellite backhaul network based on three 
key principles: (i) a seamless integration of the satellite segment into 
terrestrial backhaul networks; (ii) a terrestrial wireless network capable of 
reconfiguring its topology according to traffic demands; (iii) a shared 
spectrum between satellite and terrestrial segments 
 

Conclusion The SANSA project started in February 2015 and will conclude in 2018. 
The SCREEN consortium will closely monitor the results and actively seek 
cooperation if useful.  
 

3.11 VITAL 
VIrtualized hybrid satellite-TerrestriAl systems for resilient and fLexible future 
networks [VITAL]  
– on-going – 
  
Analysis VITAL is an project addressing the combination of Terrestrial and Satellite 

networks by pursuing two key innovation areas, by bringing Network 
Functions Virtualization (NFV) into the satellite domain and by enabling 
Software- Defined-Networking (SDN)-based, federated resources 
management in hybrid SatCom-terrestrial networks. Enabling NFV into 
SatCom domain will provide operators with appropriate tools and interfaces 
in order to establish end-to-end fully operable virtualised satellite networks 
to be offered to third-party operators/service providers. Enabling SDN- 
based, federated resource management paves way for a unified control 
plane that would allow operators to efficiently manage and optimise the 
operation of the hybrid network. While innovations pursued by VITAL are 
transversal, the project will primarily focus on three key application 
scenarios: Satellite Virtual Network Operator (SVNO) services, Satellite 
backhauling and hybrid telecom service delivery. 
 

Conclusion The VITAL project started in February 2015 and will conclude in 2017. The 
SCREEN consortium will closely monitor the results and actively seek 
cooperation if useful. 
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3.12 Further Research on Cognitive Radio 
As already mentioned before, there was and still is profound research about CR systems 
going on. All of the other projects are either concluded or still running and aim at the further 
development of Cognitive Radio or related features. The overall goals differ and, 
consequently, the projects concentrate on different specific features (architecture, 
algorithms etc.). The following two projects do their research on so called TV white spaces. 
These are bands which have recently become available through switching to DVB-T; the 
last two could be relevant for SCREEN because of their research on CR-enabling 
technologies (ADEL) respectively how to apply them in space (Co2Sat). 
 

- QoSMOS [QosMOS] (“Quality of Service and Mobility driven cognitive radio 
Systems” – completed, for instance, deals with a more efficient use of spectrum 
which is expected to be achieved through bandwidth switching and sharing. These 
features are also part of the CR concept. Hence, this project contributes some 
important research results to SCREEN such as algorithms for Dynamic Spectrum 
Management (DSM) and an analysis about constrained or licensed frequencies. 
Furthermore, through these investigations and the development of functions, users 
shall be able to share the spectrum (“coexistence”) and are allocated to the best 
available spectrum. The research done within the QoSMOS framework is only 
referring to terrestrial applications. The outcomes, including not only investigative 
results but also prototypes for platforms, transceivers and actual Cognitive Radio 
systems, open up other terrestrial use forms apart from the military ones such as 
mobile and communication services or broadcasting. Analyzing these possibilities of 
secondary spectrum usage is a central aspect of the QoSMOS-project. In addition, 
QoSMOS is one of the CRS-i projects and therefore has a special focus on 
standardization tasks and keeping in contact with European regulators. SCREEN 
can, once the deliverables are published, benefit from the provided information. 

-  
- COGEU [COGEU] (“Cognitive radio for efficient sharing of TV white spaces in 

European context” – completed):   
The name summarizes shortly the project’s overall goal. To name some of the 
central tasks: This program investigated how to use, apply and develop CR-related 
concepts when using TV white spaces and furthermore is going to design adequate 
solutions and architectures. In this context, efforts have not only been dedicated to 
technical tasks, but also regulatory and business aspects were in the focus. As 
spectrum sharing is a quite new concept, it entails new issues that have to be dealt 
with: Secondary spectrum usage and spectrum trading, analysis of potential 
application forms (WiFi, 3G, LTE) and existing regulatory constraints that are 
relevant for any of these topics were in the focus. 

 
- ADEL [ADEL] (“Advanced Dynamic spectrum 5G mobile networks Employing 

Licensed shared access” – on-going): In order to grant that future increasing 
network demands can be met, ADEL follows a concept called Licensed Shared 
Access (LSA). This concept is an approach in making already licensed spectrum 
(used by “primary users”) available to additional “secondary users” while granting a 
certain level of Quality of Service and continuously considering regulatory 
constraints. This approach shares some underlying core techniques with the CR 
concept (which could support SCREEN) such as collaborative spectrum sensing 
(CSS, for more detail see project “COSSAR”) or dynamic spectrum allocation. 
Within the ADEL project, these and other functions enable shared access to the 
networks (“coexistent users”) and promise a good quality of service, two important 
cornerstones for the LSA-based concept of ADEL. Regarding Cognitive Radio, they 
contribute to some of its technological components and therefore its further 
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development on a terrestrial level.  In contrast to SCREEN, ADEL uses these 
enabling features and exploits them for a different concept (LSA concept). 

 
- Co2Sat [Co2Sat] (Cooperative and Cognitive Architectures for Satellite 

Networks – completed): This project addressed the same topic as SCREEN does 
now and therefore developed cognitive features that are applicable in satellite 
systems. Subsequently, the performance of the output was assessed and the 
benefits, such as cost and energy reduction, were examined. Some of these results, 
especially the requirements that have to be met when developing features for 
space, can probably serve SCREEN. 

 
Summary 
To sum up, the projects above can be divided into two categories: They concentrated their 
research either on the (further) development of Cognitive Radio systems on earth or on 
how to bring Software-Defined Radio and related technologies to space. SCREEN 
combines these two general research goals. Figure 1 gives an overview of the most 
important projects and illustrates their relations as well as contributions to SCREEN. 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Projects related to SCREEN and their contribution. 
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4 Space communications in the S-band: The current state 

4.1 Spectrum regulation 
The S-band is optimized for content delivery and two-way communications for small mobile 
terminals, vehicular and handhelds. The substantial amount of bandwidth and its wide 
availability in Europe, make the S-band able to support broadcasting services towards large 
audiences and ensuring two-way links for data exchange from mobile terminals to processing 
centres. 
 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) distinguishes the world in 3 different 
regions (Figure 2). Region 1 includes Europe and is therefore our region of interest. 
 

 

Figure 2: ITU regions [ITU12] 

 
The ITU specifies which type of services is allowed in the spectrum for the 3 specifics 
regions of the World. The figure 1 below shows an example of the allocations table specified 
in the ITU Radio Regulations-edition 2012. Each country then refines the regulations on radio 
communications on their territory.  
 
The S-band is primarily used by Fixed Mobile services. Fixed mobiles services refer here to 
3G/4G for terrestrial applications but some spectrum space is also allocated for satellite 
services: Mobile Satellite Services (MSS), Broadcast Satellite Service (BSS). Fixed Satellite 
Service (FSS) is another type of service but no spectrum is allocated to it in the S-band. FSS 
are located at high frequencies. Below are the definitions of those terms given by the ITU: 
 
fixed-satellite service: A radiocommunication service between earth stations at given 
positions, when one or more satellites are used; the given position may be a specified fixed 
point or any fixed point within specified areas; in some cases this service includes satellite-
to-satellite links, which may also be operated in the inter-satellite service; the fixed-satellite 
service may also include feeder links for other space radiocommunication services. 
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mobile-satellite service: A radiocommunication service: 

 between mobile earth stations and one or more space stations, or between space 
stations used by this service; or 

 between mobile earth stations by means of one or more space stations 
 
broadcasting-satellite service: A radiocommunication service in which signals transmitted 
or retransmitted by space stations are intended for direct reception by the general public. 
 

 

Figure 3: ITU allocation table for [1710 – 2170] MHz [ITU12] 
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Typical frequency allocation for MSS is between [1.5 – 3] GHz. Europe decided to assign 
EU-wide licences for 30+30MHz of S-band spectrum reserved for MSS: 

 [2170 -2200] MHz =Space to Earth 

 [1980-2010] MHz = Earth to Space 
The same spectrum is assigned for satellite use on a primary basis and for terrestrial use 
only in complement of satellite based services (Complementary Ground Components, CGC) 
 
The current regulation do not allocate Inter-satellite service (ISS) in the S-band, only Space 
research service (SRS) are allocated in this frequency band. 
The ITU defines: 
 
Inter-satellite service (ISS): A radiocommunication service providing links between artificial 
satellites; 
 
Space research service (SRS): A radiocommunication service in which spacecraft or other 
objects in space are used for scientific or technological research purposes. 
 
The frequency bands allowing Space-to-Space communications are shown in Table 2: 
 

Band Frequency Band Service 

S 
2025 – 2110 MHz 
2200 – 2290 MHz 

Space Research Service 

Ku 
13.75 – 14.3 GHz 
14.5 - 15.35 GHz 

Space Research Service 

Ka 
22.55 – 23.55 GHz 
25.25 – 27.5 GHz 
32.3 – 33.4 GHz 

Inter-Satellite Service 

W 
59 – 64 GHz 
65 – 71 GHz 

Inter-Satellite Service 

Table 2: Frequency band allowing space-to-space satellite communications 

 
Starting in 1999, the CubeSat was an idea to standardize a platform for low-cost pico-
satellite missions and experiments, particularly at the university level. The CubeSat name is 
given from the pico-satellite’s cube-like structure of 1 kg mass and 10 cm a side. All 
CubeSats operated in the UHF Amateur Band. One amateur band in the S-band is located 
between 2300 kHz and 2450 kHz. 
 
The majority of CubeSat projects launched in the past utilize transceivers and beacons that 
downlink in the UHF band with no inter-satellite links. A small fraction plans to operate at 
frequencies up to 5.8 GHz and as low as 145 MHz. In the near future, CubeSat programs 
could use higher frequencies in either the C-Band or X-Band and further reduce the size and 
mass of the transceiver and the antenna and gain additional bandwidth to support payloads 
that have a significant data downlink requirement.  
 

4.2 Legal & Market framework 
The following outline establishes a legal and market framework for the SCREEN project. 
Therefore, the current legal and market situation under which SCREEN will be developed is 
examined and future trends are identified. In this context, the focus lies on legal issues 
concerning spectrum trading and their impact on the market as those are essential issues for 
SCREEN. At first, a short overview of contributions from former projects is provided. 
Afterwards, relevant international and national regulations are examined. An examination of 
the market framework is given in the COGEU project and will be analyzed. 
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4.2.1 Legal Framework 

Radio Spectrum legislation can be found in European Commission directives and national 
legislation which is why a legal framework is relevant on two levels, the international and 
national one. The directives of the EC have to be transformed into national law and are thus 
binding for all members. As a result, special attention has to be paid to the international level. 
National law has to be adopted or aligned with EC directives to avoid contradictions but can 
deviate in certain characteristics which is why differences between national legislation on 
spectrum management exist. In the following, special emphasis is placed on the legislations 
and regulatory bodies of the states of the project partners, as these are of special importance 
to the project partners and their relations to the regulatory bodies. 
 
Relevant on an international level is mainly the framework directive 2002/21/EC concerning 
electronic communication services and networks. In general, five directives and two 
regulations of 2002 are very important in combination with updates and corresponding 
directives enacted in 2009 to take developments into account: [EUTELCOMREG]  

- The Framework Directive is based on the Framework Directive 2002/21/EC and the 
Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC  

- The Access Directive  is based on the Access Directive 2002/19/EC and the Better 
Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC  

- The Authorisation Directive is based on the Authorisation Directive 2002/20/EC and 
the Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC  

- The Universal Service Directive is based on the Universal Service Directive 
2002/22/EC and the Citizens' Rights Directive 2009/136/EC  

- The Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications is based on the Directive on 
Privacy and Electronic Communications 2002/58/EC, the Amending Directive 
2006/24/EC and the Citizens' Rights Directive 2009/136/EC  

- The Regulation on Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications 
(BEREC) 

- The Regulation on roaming on public mobile communications networks 
 

The legislative directives and regulations listed above build a wide framework in which 
concrete objectives are set and through which authorities were established. An example is 
the Radio Spectrum Policy Group (RSPG) which is a high level advisory group. The RSPG 
was established in 2002 through the Commission Decision 2002/622/EC and its 
responsibility was extended in 2009. Nowadays, it takes many different views into account as 
this group focuses on various areas, for example technology, health or society, and tries to 
align these with the general Spectrum Policy. In case of arising conflicts between interest 
groups, the RSPG aligns those with the Spectrum Policy as well. Such authorities and 
directives were established to guide the way of spectrum development within Europe but 
many countries failed to follow the obligations set by this program. As a result, the Radio 
Spectrum Policy Program (RSPP) was enacted on 14 March 2012. Within this program, 
concrete objectives were defined. Those are still in line with the main targets set through the 
aforementioned EU directives. To sum up the main objectives of the RSPP, the focus lies on 
increasing efficiency and flexibility for spectrum management, all EU members have to make 
an amount of spectrum (1.2 GHz) available and spectrum trading has to be enabled in any 
kind of way. Due to differences between European and national legislation, European 
countries adapt to the directives with delay. This causes a fragmentation of the European 
single market, especially concerning spectrum trading. To address this new problem another 
legislative package, called “Connected Continent Legislative Package”, was adopted in 
September 2013 [EUCOCOLEPA]. 
 
To sum up, the need for an introduction of legislation concerning an efficient spectrum 
management was already discovered more than a decade ago. Only the individual 
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development of each country within the EU did not follow a central strategy. As a result, each 
member developed different legislation leading to a fragmentation of the European market for 
spectrum management. Consequently, an efficient spectrum management and spectrum 
trading has to be achieved through a harmonized approach and market of all members. 
Recent legislations building on former directives aim at addressing this challenge and a 
general movement towards a European single market can already be identified. Thereby, 
through the Digital Agenda 2020, general goals such as a European single market for 
efficient spectrum trading as well as concrete guidelines, such as offering 1.2 GHz for 
spectrum trading, are pursued. Future development will be concerned with those topics and 
their achievement. 
 
Germany  
In Germany, the legal basis is the “Frequenzverordnung” which allocates frequencies and is 
determined and approved by the Federal Government. The Federal Network Agency 
(Bundesnetzagentur, BNetzA) is in charge of guaranteeing a uniform administration and 
management of frequencies and has to take technical requirements into account. Thereby, it 
is in charge of assigning frequencies to interested parties. The basic technical requirements 
are listed in the “Frequenzplan” (NFAP). 
 
According to German law, frequencies are commonly assigned to public usage. It is possible 
to assign frequencies individually if certain requirements, such as not causing interferences, 
are fulfilled. Concerning spectrum trading, developments were made towards a more efficient 
spectrum management. For example, in 2003 an ordinance was executed which set a 
spectrum from 2400 to 2483.5 MHz available for public usage. At the same time, further 
auctions are planned and spectrum is made increasingly available for public usage. [BNetzA] 
 
Portugal 
In Portugal, the responsible authority for frequency assignments is ANACOM (Autoridade 
Nacional de Comunicações). However, space stations are not subject to licensing in Portugal 
but space communication still has to be coordinated according to the rules set by the ITU 
(International Telecommunication Union) Radio Regulations. Concerning spectrum trading, 
ANACOM is responsible for managing the spectrum and also publishes the National 
Frequency Allocation Plan. Spectrum trading is possible but a public consultation must be 
conducted before a trade is allowed. To do so, certain requirements are listed which are 
mandatory to receive a permission to acquire a license. Relevant legislation and licensing are 
outlined online on ANACOM’s website [ANACOM].  
 
United Kingdom 
The Office of Communications (Ofcom) [OFCOM] is the authority that is responsible for 
regulatory spectrum issues in the UK. It builds up on two relevant acts: 1) the Wireless 
Telegraphy Act 2006 (the WT Act) and 2) the Communications Act 2003. Both form the 
primary legislation stating that radio equipment may only be used when a license is owned. 
On the other hand, secondary legislation consists of regulations and orders, undertaken 
through the WT Act, which in turn allows license trading. This development originates from a 
strategy Ofcom published in 2005 in which it aimed at exiting the “Command and Control” 
management. This management in turn came from the treatment of spectrum rights before 
2005 when Ofcom decided on which spectrum rights were assigned (Command) and to 
whom (Control). Additionally, Ofcom aimed at putting over 70% of spectrum rights under 
market control mechanisms as in the traditional system over 95% were centralized in the 
past. This development which continued over time gives good preconditions for secondary 
spectrum trading and Cognitive Radio as well as Software-Defined Radio technology 
development in general. Spectrum trading, such as leasing and transferring, is currently 
possible in the UK. [OFCOMST] 
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4.2.2 Market Framework 

Global trends towards increasing network activity and mobile connectivity can be identified 
throughout all markets. The European Union and the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) discovered major challenges for infrastructure and 
mobile bandwidth accessibility especially due to the latest developments of smartphones and 
tablets. For example in 2011, the Czech Republic experienced an increase of the average 
mobile broadband growth rate of 324, 8% with many countries growing for over 100% and 
only few growing less than 10%. [OECD13] 
 
For Germany, the UK and Portugal all the issues highlighted for the EU hold true as well. The 
BNetzA as well as the Deutsche Telekom AG discovered a decrease in sales revenues in the 
telecommunication market for Germany but an increase in participants in mobile 
communications. This process is also identified by Ofcom and ANACOM for the UK and 
Portugal respectively. 
 
To manage the rising number of participants, the infrastructure of broadband is being 
developed to achieve an accessibility of ultrafast broadband for at least 50% of Portuguese 
households and equivalent targets are set by Ofcom and the BNetzA as well. Additionally, 
broadband access (at least 30Mbps) shall be offered to all households within the EU until 
2020 as a main part of the Digital Agenda. [ECAgenda] 

 
Although the revenues in the telecommunication market are decreasing and anticipated to 
even further decrease in future, this market still holds high profit potential. A reason for that 
lies in the increasing number of participants which use less mobile telephone networks but 
communicate much more via mobile broadband with their smartphones or tablets and use 
cloud systems. Thus, although the revenues decrease, people become more interconnected 
and dependent on mobile networks which in turn results in higher infrastructure demands. 
Therefore, the abovementioned strategies of the EU towards an infrastructure development 
and those of private companies towards a focus on mobile networks indicate areas to which 
potential profitability shifts.  
 
For SCREEN, this shift results in high profitability prospects. It can be very valuable to find a 
way for a more efficient spectrum management. Therefore, spectrum trading is proposed as 
a promising solution and its efficient implementation is an objective of the Europe 2020 
strategy. As the EU already works on its infrastructure and legislative developments, 
supporting preconditions for a technology such as spectrum trading are set and the 
importance of it is identified. The market shifts more and more into a position in which it can 
benefit from the CR technology as legal and infrastructural barriers are being removed by 
international authorities. Thus, CR becomes a promising way to fulfill consumer needs 
through an improvement of current communication systems. This development will be further 
driven by the discovered socio-economic trends and thus provide a situation society and 
economy can profit from. 
 
In conclusion, the EU and national authorities are aware of the deficits in spectrum 
management and have already initiated projects and initiatives to enable spectrum trading. 
Such projects are described above and initiatives were implemented through EU directives. 
As a result, strategies like the Digital Agenda and also the development of the European 
infrastructure concerning broadband accessibility were implemented to facilitate the 
integration of the CR technology into markets.  
 
Concerning SCREEN, its objectives for a contribution to a more efficient spectrum 
management via Cognitive Radio are supported not only through this European development 
but also through current economic trends. For example, the trend of a higher 
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interconnectedness through wireless networks in contrast to the decreasing sales revenues 
of the telecommunication market ultimately leads to a necessity for new technologies 
concerning spectrum management. SCREEN holds the potential of delivering major 
contributions to telecommunication developments, a more efficient spectrum management 
and to become very valuable for the owner of the core technology. 
 

4.3 Market analysis for Cognitive Radio in the S-band 
This section aims at describing the current types of satellite applications that uses S-band 
frequency but also future or possible S-band applications will be discussed in a second part. 
 

4.3.1 Currently deployed services in S-band 

The main commercial applications of satellites can be categorized in 3 types of services: 
FSS, MSS and BSS. The Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) have frequency bands allocated in 
higher frequency than the S-band. In the S-band, only two types of services are allocated: 
MSS and MBSS. The S-band has also some spectrum space reserved for space research 
including space to space communication; therefore, inter-satellite links (ISL) are discussed in 
this section as well. 
 

4.3.1.1 Mobile Satellite Services (MSS) 

The Mobile Satellite Services in the S-band comprise both 2-way communications and hybrid 

broadcast services using both terrestrial and space components. The mobile satellite 
communications applications vary from maritime, aviation and military to commercial 
voice and data communications in addition to broadcasting services. 

4.3.1.1.1 Mobile Satellite Services: 2-way communications 

 
2-way voice 
A conventional application for mobile satellite communications is 2-way voice. Satellite phone 
applications cover land mobile, maritime and aeronautical communications. Ships travelling 
in the ocean, aircrafts crossing the Atlantic or Pacific Ocean are far away from the coverage 
of any VHF communications system. Service providers such as TerreStar, use the S-band 
with a GEO satellite to provide coverage over North America. TerreStar implemented a 
hybrid phone which gives the choice to switch between satellite network and terrestrial GSM 
network when available. The user can also choose the use only one of those networks. 
TerreStar filed for bankruptcy in 2010 and entered into an agreement with Echostar. 
Globalstar is another company in the USA that uses S-band to provide 2-way voice services 
but they are using a constellation of 40 LEO satellites. Their products also offer the possibility 
to use both terrestrial and satellite networks even though the user has to select them 
manually. Other service providers such as Inmarsat, Irridium or Thuraya use the L-band. 

 

 
Figure 4: TerreStar GENUS phone 
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Internet data services 
The service providers mentioned above usually also offer IP-based mobile data along with 
voice services with their phones. They provide standard background IP services or dedicated 
streaming IP bandwidth ranging from 16kbps to 384kbps depending on QoS requirements. 
Supported applications comprise basic internet access or email. 
 

4.3.1.1.2 Mobile Satellite Services: Hybrid Channel 

A hybrid channel means that the service comprises both a space component and a ground 
component as well. 
 
Public Protection and Disaster Relief Services (PPDR) 
In case of emergency management and urgent situations in the incident disaster area, 
satellite technology can enable communication with remote disaster sites and cover a wide 
area. Satellite can provide IP communications (Internet, data, video or voice over IP) and it 
can be deployed immediately, reliably and easily before/after the disaster. The benefit of 
using PPDR services of MSS/CGC (Complementary Ground components) is the ability for 
the user to seamless switch between using the terrestrial component or the satellite to 
connect a call. 
 
Wireless fixed ad hoc network and mobile ad hoc networks are useful to quickly establish an 
instant communication systems to support the emergency management. The competent area 
network is used for dedicated communication and information sharing between rescue teams 
and 3G/4G mobile networks could be deployed to expand local network and reach working 
terrestrial base stations. 
 

 

Figure 5: Example of a hybrid satellite and terrestrial system architecture [Iapichino08]] 
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4.3.1.1.3 Mobile Broadcasting Satellite Services 

Satellite radio is a satellite broadcasting service that can also use the S-band. The main 
example of such a service provider is Sirius XM which broadcast in S-band over North 
America to cars as their main users. Sirius XM uses satellites in geosynchronous highly 
elliptical orbit. The elliptical path of the satellite constellation ensures that each satellite 
spends about 16 hours a day over the continental United State, with at least one over the 
country at all times.  
 
Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcast  
Audio, video or data can be broadcasted via satellite to the user. The advantage of using S-
band is that the data can be directly transmitted onto user mobile terminals. Mobile 
Broadcasting Satellite Services such as the ones Echostar Mobile (formerly Solaris Mobile) 
apply usually geosynchronous/geostationary communications satellites with the Digital Video 
Broadcasting system DVB-SH as the main application. The DVB-SH system utilizes both 
terrestrial segment at the UHF band and the L or S-band for the satellite segment. These 
relatively low frequencies enable to build wide coverage with reasonable cost and DVB-SH is 
designed as a hybrid terrestrial/satellite broadcast system. Typical applications are TV and 
movies but in principle the data stream could carry also other information such as traffic or 
weather data. 
 
Machine 2 Machine (M2M) and Smart metering 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is in the form of short messages providing 
location, operational information or transactional requests and acknowledgement. Smart 
meters can be employed to send back information to a central grid management. Solaris 
Mobile was proposing a service using the S-Band cellular network in urban areas and with 
the satellite in remote and rural areas. For example, cargo and road freight can be monitored 
for location tracking, container temperature, fuel consumption and pick-up and delivery 
reports. The energy companies are also looking at satellite technology for oil and gas 
pipeline monitoring for leak and theft detection. For the moment, L-Band satellite has been 
preferred for the reliability, low initial investment in equipment and infrastructure and the 
terminals are small and not affected by rain. 
 

4.3.1.2 Inter-satellite links 

In the S-band, part of the spectrum is also allocated to space research. This includes Earth 
to Space and Space to Earth communication for earth and space exploration but it also 
allows space to space communications, which includes the Inter-Satellite Links (ISL). 
 
Data –relay 
One application of ISL nowadays in the S-band is data relay. The GEO satellite ARTEMIS, 
former ESA satellite and now property of Avanti communications carries a data–relay 
payload allowing inter-satellite links using Ka-band, S-band.  
 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is a network of American 
communications satellite (called TRDS) and ground stations which allows long-duration and 
high availability to the space to ground segment by relaying the data from satellite place in 
LEO to a GEO satellite. The GEO satellites of the system use S-band for full coverage single 
access and multiple access but uses Ku-band and Ka-band for bigger volumes of data to 
dump. 
 
Working in parallel as TDRSS, Artemis was used as prime during the attached phase to ISS 
and provided back up for tele-commanding and telemetry reception to/from the ATV vehicle 
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during the rendezvous phase, the docking phase, the de-docking phase and the re-entry 
phase. This operation was using the S-band. 
 

 

Figure 6: Data relay for the rendez-vous phase of the ATV with the ISS [CNES] 

Artemis has also used its S-band ISL capability for two experiments.  
a) The first was the communication with an aircraft flying over the southern coast of 

France, receiving video footage at 50 Mbits per second using its optical link while the 
S-band carried audio data.  

b) For the second experiment, Artemis provided a two-way link (in S-band) with a USV 
(Unmanned Space Vehicle) dropped from an altitude of 21 km off the coast of 
Sardinia in 2007. Telemetry and commands were exchanged while the drone was 
flying in excess of Mach 1. 

The experiments were both successes. 
 

4.3.2 Future/Projected satellite applications in the S-band 

4.3.2.1 MSS 

The use of S-band for satellite services has been over estimated in the past. Satellite phones 
providers do not meet the expected amount of revenues and therefore are looking for 
different uses for the frequency band allocated for MSS. 
 
Solaris mobile (which is now Echostar Mobile) was set up in 2008 as a joint venture between 
SES and Eutelsat with the goal to provide multiple services using the S-band MSS EU-wide 
license. The proposed services were the following. Mobile broadcast with some interactivity 
capability (including interactive mobile TV). This application was seen to have a strong mass 
market potential. Another service was the common two-way mobile satellite communication 
with voice & data services, mobile broadband, public safety (PPDR) and environmental 
monitoring. And then the third service was a combination with GNSS applications such as 
location–aware services, and vehicle information. In 2010, the European commission granted 
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Inmarsat and Solaris Mobile with an 18-years license to operate in MSS in European 
countries. 
 
But due to a technical problem with its 12 meter deployable S-band antenna, Solaris Mobile 
did not deliver the services. Now, UK regulator Ofcom has issued formal warnings to 
Inmarsat and Solaris Mobile that they must bring into use their planned services by 
December 2016, or else risk losing the frequency rights. 
 
Echostar which operated in S-band, will launch a new satellite Echostar XXI in order to 
deliver services in the beginning of 2016. 
 
Interactive mobile broadcast is a promising application. A study called Next Generation 
Interactive Broadcast Mobile Networks (Space Eng., Italy) emphasize on validating the new 
solutions for more cost effective broadcast/interactive services. Solutions such as MIMO, 
interference cancellation, on-ground beam forming, hybrid satellite/terrestrial coverage) are 
investigated with a particular regards to a possible future application for an S-band mobile 
satellite systems. The ESA project called DENISE (Demonstrator Emergency and Interactive 
S-band Services) launched in 2009 aimed at designing a S-band interactive system capable 
of efficiently use the available bandwidth to provide Interactive mobile broadcast services. 
The system has been standardized with ETSI with the name S-MIM (S-Band Mobile 
Interactive Multimedia). 
 
Intelligent transport system is another promising application. A number of projects such as 
SafeTrip for cars or SATURN (Smart mAritime saTellite terminal for mUltimedia seRvices 
and conteNts) for maritime applications study use the S-band as link with the satellite in 
complement with a Complementary Ground Component. 
 

 

Figure 7: Example of SafeTrip [SAFETRIP] 
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Intelligent transport systems offer a panel of applications for different users. The figure below 
shows example of applications for the SafeTrip project. 
 

 

Figure 8: Example of applications on SafeTrip [SAFETRIP] 

 
Self-driving cars which refer to the autonomous and semi-autonomous cars and trucks being 
developed and tested for eventual use on public roads could benefit from applications such 
as the ones stated above. Talking cars describe the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
connected car program and refers to vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure 
(V2I) communications. In Europe, for example, Daimler has introduced a semiautonomous 
truck, and BMW a luxury car, that are self-driving on the highway but rely on a driver for off-
ramp travel. The Google car is self-contained and fully automated; unlike other self-driving 
prototypes, it has no steering wheel.  
 
Autonomous vehicles rely on spectrum for high-performance radar, laser, and lidar (light 
detection and ranging) systems. Radar systems operate in the 70 GHz range; laser operates 
in the 24 GHz band. All of the vehicles use satellite communications for location mapping but 
are not reliant on GPS technology. In Europe, mobile chips are used to communicate with 
commercial cellular networks for self-driving and safety features. An international standard 
developed to operate on unlicensed broadband frequencies such as 5.9 GHz is also being 
tested. 
 
Other projects focus on the development of the bidirectional S-band antenna. A low cost S-
band Rx/Tx antenna for vehicular applications is a project led by JAST (Switzerland) and 
Calearo (Italy) aimed at developing an antenna able to cope with the hybrid satellite and 
terrestrial environment of the communication architecture (using DVB-SH). In this area, FhG 
(Germany) also worked on an antenna for vehicular terminals. The project was called 
Characterization of the MIMO channel matrix for mobile satellites systems. The objective of 
the activity was to extend the land mobile satellite propagation channel models for including 
MIMO techniques at S-band, in particular dual-circular-polarization for both co-located and 
distributed antennas at the vehicular terminal. 
 
Elektrobit (Finland) has completed a multi-year study with European Space Agency (ESA), 
analyzing the benefits of using multiple antennas (MIMO) in satellite communications. In this 
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study with ESA, EB studied the challenges and benefits of MIMO techniques in satellite 
systems by carrying out a literature study, computer simulations and finally practical lab 
experiments of an existing satellite system to reveal the benefits of MIMO techniques on the 
radio link performance.  
 
The benefits of using MINO in satellite communications show an improved spectral 
efficiency, data rates and overall quality of the communications link. The main target scenario 
for the demonstrator is the S-ban hybrid satellite/terrestrial broadcast multimedia to mobile 
based on DVB-SH. 
 
An example of application in the S-band with hybrid satellite/terrestrial broadcast is one 
proposed by Inmarsat: the in- flight connectivity over Europe. The company has placed an 
order for a new S-band satellite, Europasat, which will be complemented by a fully integrated 
air-to-ground network across the European Union. 
 

 

Figure 9: Inmarsat in-flight connectivity service [INMARSAT] 

 
Passenger will be able the access a wide range of services from social media updates and 
emails to live-streaming TV, safety instructions in their own languages, outside live views 
from cameras, international news or connecting flight information. Passengers will be able to 
use their own smart device with no modifications needed. Airlines administration and 
operational communications will also benefit from these services to improve their efficiency 
and planning. 
 
The S-band is also a band used by 3G/4G but also by Wi-Fi applications. In the US, the 
existing Wi-Fi channels are saturated with High usage. GlobalStar, a US company has been 
requesting to the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) to use its MMS spectrum for 
terrestrial services. With its petition, Globalstar proposes both a long-term plan to utilize its 
full Big LEO spectrum allocation for a Frequency Division Duplex (“FDD”) LTE-based mobile 
broadband network, as well as a completely separate near-term plan to utilize only the Upper 
Big LEO band at 2483.5- 2495 MHz for an innovative terrestrial low-power service (“TLPS”) 
offering. 
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4.3.2.2 Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) 

4.3.2.2.1 Between satellites 

Nowadays, the trend is to provide access to internet to everyone everywhere, even in the 
most remote places of the World. Accessing remote population is the advantage of satellite 
technology over terrestrial which cannot be argued. Multiple companies showed their interest 
in providing that kind of services to reach the market of those 3 billion people unconnected: 
 
For example, the OneWeb satellite constellation (formerly known as WorldVu) is a proposed 
constellation of approximately 700satellites expected to provide global internet broadband 
service to individual consumers as early as 2019. The constellation is proposed by the 
company WorldVu Satellites Ltd. 
 
The company plans to orbit a total constellation of 700 satellites, operating in circular low 
Earth orbits of 800 kilometres and 950 kilometres, with half of the satellites operating at each 
altitude. The communication satellites will operate in the Ku band of the radio frequency 
spectrum, with 20 satellites operating in each of 20 different orbital planes to provide 
consistent coverage. 
 
SpaceX is also looking toward a massive satellite constellation. The constellation would be 
made of MiniSats in LEO and eventually include 4000 systems. 
 
In order to make the system cheaper, the trend is to make the satellites smaller and 
compensating their small size and lack of complexity by their number. 
 
According to a Euroconsult study called Prospect for the Small Satellite Market, a total of 510 
small satellites, or SmallSats (meaning nanosats, cubesats, microsats and minisats) are to 
be launched in the next five years, a two-third increase in the average number of SmallSats 
per year versus that of the past decade. 
 
The current trend in the satellite market is to go higher in frequency to be able to cope with 
the constantly growing amount of high volume data that needs to be transmitted and the 
speed requirement from the users. Inter-satellite communications, used primarily for 
"networking" a constellation of satellites, are becoming optical links to achieve the highest 
data rate. Optical links can achieve data rates in the order of Gigabits per second.  
 
Nevertheless, the S-band is still being investigated for data links. The project called S-COM 
(S-Band COMunication for satellites) carried out by Iq Wireless funded by DLR developed 
procedures for nano and micro satellites to apply MIMO principles (Multiple Input Multiple 
Output) in the transmit and receive channels. These MIMO techniques are already applied in 
the latest UMTS/LTE but have been adapted to satellite applications by using two different 
polarization planes in the radio channel. Very good results have been collected with high 
reliability and very good and adaptable transmission rates.  
 
Several studies are investigating cubesat networks. For example, S-Net, which stands for S-
Band Network for cooperative nanosatellites is developed by the TU Berlin. The objective of 
the mission is to investigate and demonstrate the inter-satellite communication technology 
within a distributed an autonomously operating nanosatellite network. TU Berlin and Iq 
Wireless developed an S band transceiver (Slink project) with 100 kbps crosslink and 1 Mbps 
downlink capability suitable for accommodation in nanosatellites. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_constellation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_satellite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=WorldVu_Satellites&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_orbit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_Earth_orbit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_Earth_orbit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_elements
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_satellite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ku_band
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_frequency_spectrum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_frequency_spectrum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_plane
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The Slink project [IQSLINK] developed an innovative, wideband radio communication 
protocol for a constellation of a large number of picosatellites able to operate in LEO for 
several years. The demonstrated system operates in the S-band frequency at 2.2GHz. 
 
A constellation of a high number of small and cheap satellites can also be used for other 
applications than broadband access. Earth observation, agriculture, forestry, marine 
environment or disaster monitoring are also possible applications and markets. 
 
The satellite data company called Spire, announced the launch of a constellation of weather 
forecasting satellite by the end of 2015. The large number of satellites reduces the risk of 
failure the satellite are so small that replacing them becomes easy and cheap. The 
constellation plans to expand from 20 to 100 systems by 2017.  
 
The Artemis cubeSat constellation is another system composed of 200 earth observation 
satellites and space based observatories which aims to provide timely high definition 
imagery, near real-time video and data. 
 

4.3.2.2.2 Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) 

In the same intend to provide high speed internet to everyone everywhere, other systems are 
also under development. For example, the project Loon developed by Google intends to 
build and release High Altitude balloons. The balloons would float in the Stratosphere, rising 
or descending into layer of wind blowing to travel in the desired direction. Each balloon 
provides connectivity to a ground area about 40km in diameter using LTE technology. The 
project would partner with telecommunications companies to share cellular spectrum so that 
people would access internet directly from the LTE-enabled devices (phones, tablets…). 
Balloons relay wireless traffic from the device to global internet using high-speed links  
 
Facebook also has a project to provide high speed internet for everyone [Smith13]. The 
project would use solar powered drones flying at high altitudes such as 20,000 meters over 
suburban areas and satellites over rural locations. Invisible infrared laser beams using free-
space optical communication technology (FSO), will connect the satellites to each other and 
to receivers on the surface of the Earth to carry large amounts of information at high speeds. 
Solar-powered craft are a lot cheaper because they do not need to be launched into space 
and they can easily be maintained. The drones will be made by Titan Aerospace, recently 
bought by Facebook. Titan aerospace has developed prototype unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAV) that can remain in the air for up to five years without needing to land or refuel, 
performing satellite-like duties at 20km above the sea. The drones have a wingspan of 50m, 
weigh 160kg and can carry a payload of 32kg. Facebook apparently plans to build 11,000 of 
them initially. The drones would then be used to blanket parts of the world where Internet 
access is not available, including Africa, cruising with speeds of up to 104km/h. 
 
The technology for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is foreseen to grow. Even though in 
direct competition with Earth observation satellite operators (several aerial imaging 
companies are now embracing UAVs). The growth of UAV market could also benefit the 
satellite market as well. 
 
With an expanded role in border control, drug interdiction and disaster management, NSR 
(Northern Sky Research) believes that their positive influence has broadened their appeal 
and further grew its uses not just in military circles but also with civilian government users, 
thereby benefitting the satellite equipment and service providers. With expanded coverage 
and with UAVs flying longer routes more often and over areas where line-of-sight 
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communications is not relevant, satellite communications is often the only option for both 
narrowband and broadband links. 
 
The Aerial Base Stations with Opportunistic Links For Unexpected & Temporary Events 
(ABSOLUTE) project is EU FP7 Integrated Projects which started in 2012 involving a large 
consortium of European industries. One of the ABSOLUTE objectives is to Integrate of LTE-
A with advanced satellite communications and current public safety networks (TETRA). The 
opportunistic combination of aerial, terrestrial and satellite communication links will look to 
maximize network availability along with allowing a rapid and incremental network 
deployment. 
 

 

Figure 10: ABSOLUTE architecture [ABSOLUTE] 

 

4.3.3 Use cases 

Considering the current developments in technology and market awareness, the following 
applications in the S-band seems to be the most promising: 

 The Inter-satellite link or communication to the ground for a constellation of a high 
number of micro/ nano satellites (cubesat type); 

 The communication between UAV and a GEO or a LEO constellation; 

 Increasing in-flight connectivity; 

 The use of MSS band for cars (for example: interactive multimedia, self-driving cars); 

 The management of high speed assets such as trains and ships; 

 Interactive multimedia and data for small size boats. 
 
These applications are a starting point for the use cases that will be analysed, compared and 
down selected in the next SCREEN deliverable, D2.2 Requirement Definition Document. 
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5 Capabilities of the GAMALINK Software Radio Platform 
targeted for SCREEN 

TEKEVER’s GAMALINK is an advanced Software-Defined Radio (SDR) communications 
platform for space vehicles that provides simultaneous support for multiple types of ground 
and inter-satellite links. By creating mobile wireless ad-hoc networks in space, GAMALINK 
provides unprecedented flexibility for satellite constellations and flight formation missions, 
enabling the creation of ISLs for synchronizing and coordinating actions. Additionally, 
GAMALINK receives and decodes GPS signals, providing precise positioning and timing 
information, and supporting precise ranging measurements. GAMALINK is available for 
different types of vehicles and missions, from nano-satellite missions, for which there is a 
CubeSat standard compatible version, to missions involving larger satellites and higher 
orbits, for which a radiation-hardened version will soon be commercially available. 
 
The GAMALINK main specifications are listed in Table 3. It is important to note that 
GAMALINK is configurable according to mission and system communication and power 
consumption requirements. 
 

Frequency range: 300 MHz to 3GHz 

Bandwidth: 40 MHz 

Data Rate: up to 80 Mbit/s 

Positioning precision: 5 m (GPS) 

GPS update rate: 5 Hz 

PCB size: 95.9 x 90.2 x 11 (mm) 

Total PCB mass: <100 g 

Data Interface: I2C, UART 

Storage capacity: from 2 x 2GB 

Supply Voltage: 3.3V or 5V 

Table 3: GAMALINK specifications 

 
The role of GAMALINK in SCREEN is to provide an underlying reconfigurable 
communications platform, which allows the development, implementation and testing of the 
cognitive radio algorithms studied in the scope of the project. This approach has several 
advantages: on the one hand, the main effort of the project is put on the cognitive radio 
algorithms and on raising their maturity level. On the other hand, the identified challenges 
and requirements imposed by this technology on the SDR platform, together with the 
adaptations foreseen during the project, will be used to improve GAMALINK in order to 
support this specific application in the future. 
 
The Software-Defined Radio in GAMALINK natively supports a frequency range going from 
UHF to S-band. Even though it does not cover the entire S-band, it will still allow testing the 
cognitive radio algorithms. The large bandwidth supported by the platform provides flexibility 
to also test different algorithm approaches. It is important to recall that the main goal of the 
project is to validate the cognitive radio technology in a controlled/relevant environment and 
to define in the end a cognitive radio architecture for future implementations. GAMALINK will 
be the enabler for the validation and the starting point for the architecture. 
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6 Conclusions and influence on SCREEN 

Given the outlined current state-of-the-art, prior projects and the chosen hardware platform, 
we should consider the following points moving forward: 
 

 Spectrum: Focus on S-band communications, i.e. 2 GHz to 4 GHz with the possible 
inclusion of lower C-band, i.e. 4 to 8 GHz, to be able to possibly make use of the 5 
GHz ISM spectrum 

 Regulation: Focus on ISM frequencies first as this spectrum is already free to use on 
the ground, new regulation requiring shared use of licensed spectrum are likely to 
meet resistance from stakeholders 

 Network geometry: LEO satellite network constellations with ISL and decoding/re-
encoding at the satellite will require different cognitive protocols than GEO stationary 
“bent-pipe” SATCOM architectures.  

 Applications: SCREEN should not be limited to a certain application scenario, it 
should rather aim at creating the most efficient SATCOM link using S-band/lower C-
band frequencies. 

 
The scenarios will be identified and described in more detail in the requirement definitions. 
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